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Let A,, denote the alternating group on H symbols. If II = 5, 6, 7, 10, 1I, 12, 13 or
n> 15, every permutation in A,, is the product of two elements of order 5 in A,.
The same is true for n < 14, except for thirteen types of permutations, namely 3’, 22,
2“, 33, 2’3’4’, 225’, 2s4’, I’, I*, 13, l“, 3’1’. 241’. (For example, the permutation
(12)(34)(56)(78)(9)
is not the product of two elements of order 5 in A,.)
I(J 1987 Academtc

Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Let A, denote the alternating group contained in the symmetric group S,,
on n symbols. Throughout, P denotes an element of S,I. Write
P N 25324’13, for example, to indicate that P is the product of five 2-cycles,
two 3-cycles, and one 4-cycle in Sz,, a11cycles disjoint. We say P has tyPe
T(P) = 25324’13 in such a case.
The two main results proved in this paper are
THEOREM 1. Let n < 14, P E A,,. Then P equalsa product of two elements
of order 5 in A,, if and only if the type T(P) is not one of 3’, 22, 24, 33,
2’3’4’, 225’, 254’, l’, 12, 13, 14, 3ll’, 2411.
THEOREM 2. Let n 2 15. Then every P E A, is the product of two elements
of order 5 in A,,.
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Theorem 2 corrects the erroneous statement in [6, p. 391 that every
element of A, is the product of two elements of order 5 in A, whenever
n > 11. The corresponding theorem for order 3 [6, p. 393 is much easier to
prove.
Theorems 1 and 2 have applications to problems on the universality of
words in alternating groups. Parts of these theorems serve to complete
proofs in [4]; see the second remark in [4, Sect. 21 and the second proof
in [4, Sect. 41. An immediate corollary of Theorem 2 is that for n 2 15, the
word x’y’xy is universal in A, ; for another result of this type, see [9,
Proposition 2(iii)]. In fact, it will be shown in Section 5 that x5y5xy is
universal in A, for n b 5. It has been conjectured that every word W (in the
free group on x, y,...) which is not a proper power is An-universal for
n > n,( W). S.pecial cases of this conjecture have been proved in [4,7,9]
with estimates of n,(W). The same conjecture in the unrestricted infinite
symmetric group, posed in [S; 14, p. 481 has recently been proved by
Lyndon [ 121, with the help of Mycielski [ 133.
Several interesting open problems arise in connection with Theorems 1
and 2.
PROBLEM 1. For each integer k > 2, find the smallest integer n,(k), if it
exists, such that when n > n,(k), every element of A,r is the product of two
elements of order k in A,.
It is known that n,(2) does not exist and that n,(3) is 2 [6, p. 391.
Theorem 2 above shows that n,(5) = 14. In [3], it is shown that n,(7) = 27
and that n,(k)= k+ 1 for all even k with 6 6 k 6 20. In [2], it is further
shown that if n > 7, there is a class C of period 6 in A, such that CC= A,.
PROBLEM 2. For each integer k > 2, find the smallest n,(k), if it exists,
such that when n >n,(k),
every element of A,, is the product of two
elements of order k which are conjugate in A,,.
In [3], it is shown that n,(k) = k + 1 for all even k with 6 <k < 20.

3. Let n = n,(k) (defined in Problem 1). Find a type of perin A, which is not the product of two elements of order k in A,,.

PROBLEM

mutation

It may be conjectured, e.g., that the type 22p-23’ cannot be written as a
product of two elements of order p in A,,-, for any prime p > 7. R. G. List
has proved this for p = 7 using (1.1 ), a partial character table for A,,, and
his computer program at the University of Birmingham.
One might also
conjecture that for prime p = 1 (mod 4), the type 2(3p--5)‘24’ cannot be written as the product of two elements of order p in A3p ~, ; this is true for p = 5
by Theorem 1.
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PROBLEM 4. Find the smallest nz(k), if it exists, such that when
II > nz(k), every element of A, is the product of two elements each of which
is a product of disjoint k-cycles in A,,.
PROBLEM 5. Find the smallest n,(k), if it exists, such that for n > n,(k),
every element of A,, is the product of two conjugate (in A,) elements each
of which is a product of disjoint k-cycles in A,.
PROBLEM 6. Find the integers k > 1 for which the following assertion is
true: For all m > 1, every element of A,, is a product of two elements of
type k” in Sk,,,.

The assertion is false for k = 2, 3, and true for k = 4 [S, p. 1031. We conjecture that it is true for every k>4.
A somewhat different type of problem is to find the smallest N(k, n) for
which every element of A, is a product of at most N(k, n) k-cycles in A,.
This has been studied by Herzog and Reid [lo].
Let C, , C,,... be the conjugacy classes in a finite group G, with representatives gi E C,. Let arlk denote the number of ordered pairs x E Ci, 4’ E C,
such that X-V= g,. It is well known [ 11, pp. 15,453 that
a,,, _
VA

l’il

Ic,I
ICI

c

X(gi)
x

X(gj)
x(l)

X(gk)
’

(1.1)

where the sum is over all the irreducible characters of G. Thus Theorem 1
can in principle be proved using character tables for A,, n < 14. Character
tables seem to offer little hope for extension to general orders k > 5 or for
solution of Problems l-6.

2. FACTORIZATIONOF SPECIALTYPES
The inductive proofs of Section 4 are based on the (starting) formulas of
this section. For ease in expressing permutations P in Sections 2 and 3 as
products of cycles, let (1, 2 ,..., n} be the set of symbols on which S, acts,
but write A, B, C ,... in place of symbols 10, 11, 12,... moved by P.
In (2.1)-(2.24), certain types of permutations P E A, are factored. Each
of the 24 formulas has the form C, C, . . C, = QR - T(P). Here, C, . . . C, is
the canonical factorization of P into disjoint cycles Ci in S,,; each factor Q,
R has order 5; and R is one of R,, R,, R,, R,, where R, = (12345),
R2 = R,(67894), R3 = R,(BCDEF),
R, = R,(GHIJK).
Multiplication
is
performed from left to right, so that, e.g., (12)(23) = (132).
In each formula C, . . . C, = QR - T(P) in (2.1)-( 2.18), certain symbols
occurring in the cycles C, are underlined; each underlined symbol is moved
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by exactly one of Q, R. For example, in (2.11), B is moved by Q but not by
R, while 7 is moved by R but not by Q. Underlined symbols will be
referred to when Lemma 3 is applied to prove Lemma 4 in Section 4.
(1_6)(5242) = (16524) R, - 2’4’

(2.1)

(1_6)(528234) = (16578) R, - 2l6’

(2.2)

(1345)(_6782) = (12678) R, - 42

(2.3)

(1362245)=(12367)R,-7’

(2.4)

(123456789) = (56789) R, - 9’
(165)(243)

(2.5)

= (16423) R, - 32

(2.6)

(165)(23418)

= (16478) R, - 3’5’

(2.7)

(16)(52)(234)

= (16574) R, - 223’

(2.8)

(lB)(K’)(42D7896,43)

= (lB5C4)(D69A2)

R, - 229’

(lB)(574)(23908A6C)

= (lB56C)(D7389)

Rz - 2’3’8’

(69A)@234)(1185)

(2.9 1
(2.10)

= (B1684) R, - 3’42

(2.11)

(lB5)(4C73)(2_098,46)

= (lB4C6)(72089)

(2.12)

(18)(74)(A9)(35)@62)

= (17346)(852BA)

R, - 243’

(2.13)

= (lB5C4)@6937)

Rz - 245’

(2.14)

(lB)(SC)(7D)(6A)(94238)

R, - 3’4’6’

(16)(57)(38)(9442)

= (16574)(3829A)

RI - 2j4l

(2.15)

(17)(43)(9B)(C852A6)

= (16C75)(429B8)

RI - 2361

(2.16)

(17)(5C)(6A)(43)(9G)(82EFDBHI)
= (16968)(75BHZ)(C42DF)

R, - 258’

(2.17)

(17)(6C)(A9)(82)(5S)(34)
= (16CA8)(75B42)

R2 - 26

(2.18)

(lA)(27)(5C)(86)(4B)(39)(FED
= (26719)(8,45B3)(C4FDE)

R, - 263’

(2.19)

R, - 35

(2.20)

R, - 213341

(2.21)

(1,40)(27C)(368)(489)(5FE)
= (267B8)(C193A)(4FD5E)
(2B)(lC7)(48F)(5DE)(3,496)
= (2BlC6)(75DE4)(8F39A)
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(15)(2G)(37)(48)(AF)(84)(9D)(EB)

= (14726)(36BD8)(9CAEF)

(2.22)

R3 - 2R

(lF)(27)(3E)(4H)(5C)(68)(Az)(9D)(GJ)(BK)
= (2671E)(FSBJK)(D8AH3)(C4GZ9)

R,-2’”

(2.23)

(14)(35)(6C)(80)(9B)(7FEA)(2)

= (13452)(6B8CA)(9FD7E)

R, - 2’4’1’.

(2.24)

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let B, be the subset of A, consisting of those P E A, which are products
of two elements of order 5 in A,. By [4, Lemma 41 with b = 5, we see that
A, = B, when 5 Qn 67. By [4, Lemma 51 with u= u= 5, A,= B, when
10 <n 6 13. If n < 4, A, has no element of order 5, so none of the types l’,
12, 13, 14, 3’1’, 3’, 22, 4’ is in B,. It remains to consider the values n=8, 9,
and 14.
For PEA,,, let c denote the number of nontrivial cycles in the canonical
decomposition of P into disjoint cycles, and let t be the number of symbols
occurring in these c cycles. Thus P fixes n - t symbols.
First let n = 8 or 9. Then the only elements of order 5 in A, are of type
5’ 1” --‘. By [ 1, Theorem 2.021, PEA,, is a product of two 5-cycles in A,
(i.e., PEB,) if t+c<lO.
Since t+c is even for PEA,, t+c>lO
implies
t+c312.
If PEA, has t+c>12,
then P has one of the types 24, 33,
2’3’4l. 225’, 241 I; it is easily checked that P+#B, for each such P.
Finally, let n = 14. Setting I= (5, 5) in the theorem in [l, p. 1681 (note
the misprints listed in the first remark of [4, Sect. 3]), we see that PE B,,
If PEA,, has t+c320,
then
for each PE A,4 such that t+c<20.
T(P) = 254’ or T(P)= 2432. Since the type 2432 can be thought of as a
product of two permutations each of type 2’3’, it follows from (2.8) that
when T(P) = 2432. It remains to show that P$ B,, when
f’~B14
T(P) = 254’. Using a tile of the characters of A 14, Ursula Bicker of RWTH
(Aachen) has confirmed this. (Moreover, the computer printout showed
that every element of A,, not of type 254’ is a product of two elements each
of type 5*14.) We present another proof, since the combinatorial
methods
may be of interest.
Assume P E B,,, T(P) = 2’4’. Without loss of generality, P = C, C2R,
where C, and Cz are disjoint 5;cycles in A,4 and R = (56789)(ABCDE). It
is not difficult to check that among the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4 (i.e., the symbols
fixed by R), no three can occur in either C, or C,. Thus, without loss of
generality,
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Since RC,C2 has the same type as P, an analogous argument, with
(56789), (ABCDE), and C, C2 in place C, , Cz, and R, respectively, shows
that
exactly three of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and exactly three of A, B, C, D, E,
occur in C, C,.
(3.2)
By (3.1), we need only consider the three cases C, C, = (12uow)(34xyz),
C, C2 = (12uuw)(3x4yz), and C, C, = (lu2vw)(3x4yz), since the second case
is equivalent
to C, C2 = (lu2vw)(34xyz)
after suitable renumbering.
Without loss of generality, w = 5 throughout.
First suppose that

Since T(P) = 2’4’, we have P= (5 1 2 R(u))..., where R(u) is the image of u
under R. Now P(3)=4
but P(4) # 3, which contradicts the fact that
T(P) = 2541.

Next suppose that

Either U= 6, 7, 8, 9, or, without loss of generality, A. If u = A, then P =
(5128) (x4).... Since P(B) = 5, this forces y = B, z = 9. Since P(4) = x, this
forces x= C. Now, P(9) = 3 but P(3) #9, a contradiction.
If u = 6,
then P= (5127)..., so P(u)=6,
P(6) #o. If u=7,
then P= (5128)....
Then P(8) = 5, which forces y = 8, z = 9. Now P(4) = 9, P(9) # 4. If u = 9,
then P = (512)..., which is absurd. Thus u = 8. If u = 6, then P(6) = 6. If
u = 7, then P(8) = 8. If u = 9, then P = (51296...)... . Thus u = A, without
loss of generality, so P= (5129)(8B).... Since P(B) = 8, this forces y = B,
z = 7. Now P(A) = 6, P(6) #A, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that
P=C,CZR=(1u2u5)(3x4yz)(56789)(ABCDE).

Observe that P(5) = 1. There are two cases.
Case 1. P= (51)....
Since P( 1) = 5, u = 9. Either u = 6, 7, 8, or, without loss of generality, A.
If 0=6, then P(6)=6.
If u=7 or u=8, then x,y,z>9
by (3.2), so
P= (892) or P= (867)..., respectively. Thus u = A. Then P= (9 2 Bf) for
some symbolf: Since P(A) = 6, we have P(6) = A, which forces y = 6, z = E.
Then P(4) = 7, so P(7) = 4, which forces x = 7. Now P(3) = 8, P(8) # 3, a
contradiction.
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Cuse 2. P = (5 1 R(u) f)... for some symbol f:
Since P(u)=2,f#2.
Thus P= (5 1 R(u) ,f) (U 2).... Suppose thatJ‘=6.
Then P(6) = 5, which forces y = 6, z=9. Since P(9)=3, we have P(3)=9,
so .x=8. Now P(8)=4,
P(4)#8.
Thusff6,
so
P= (5 1 R(u) f) (U 2) (u 6)....

(3.3)

Suppose that y= 6. Then P(4) = 7, so P(7) =4. Thus x= 7. By (3.2),
U, u, z > 9. Now P(3) = 8, P(8) # 3. Thus y # 6. Moreover, by (3.3) none of
U, v, x, z can be 6. Thus the symbol 6 does not occur in C, C,, so P(6) = 7.
Then u= 7, by (3.3). It follows that P(2) = 8, so u= 8 by (3.3). By (3.2),
x, y, z > 9. Thus P(9) = 5, so f = 9. However, R(u) = R(8) = 9 = f, which
contradicts (3.3). 1
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We give an inductive proof of Theorem 2 based on two ideas. The first is
concatenation. For example, the type 25314’11 is seen to lie in B,, because
it is the concatenation of the two types 2’4’1’, 243’ which lie in B,, B,,,
respectively, by Theorem 1. The second idea is a “stitching” argument,
embodied in Lemma 3. Lemma 3 asserts that if the type ct ... c: is in B,
(n = C c,), then under a certain condition, the type (c, + 4a,)i ... (c, + 4~~)’
is in B, (m = 1 (ci + 4a,)) for any r-tuple of nonnegative integers a, ,..., a,.
(Here 4a, symbols have been stitched into the cycle of length ci (1 d i6 r).)
LEMMA 3. Let 1 < s < r and let P = C, . . C, E A,, where the C, are nontrivial disjoint c,-cycles in S,,. Suppose that P = QR, where Q and R each
have order 5 in A,,. Suppose further that for each i< s, there is a symbol
occurring in Ci which is moved by exactly one of Q, R. Let a,,..., a, be any stuple of nonnegative integers. Then every permutation of type (c, + 4a, )’ . .
(c,+4a,)’ c!+ I . . cj is expressible as the product of two elements of order 5
in A,,, (m=n+4Ca,).
Proof
We begin by considering the case a, = 1, a2 = ... = a, = 0. It
may be supposed that 1 is a symbol occurring in C, which is moved by
exactly one of Q, R, and that the symbols w, x, y, z are not moved by P.
Let P* be the permutation in A, +4 obtained from P by replacing each C,
by Cy, where CT = Cj for i> 1 and C,* is the (c, +4)-cycle equal to
C,( lwx~vz) or (lwxyz) C, according as Q or R moves 1. Then P* =
Q( lwxyz) R = Q*R*, where

Q* = Q(~wxYz),

R*=R

if R moves 1

Q*=Q,

R* = (lwxyz) R

if Q moves 1.
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Note that Q* and R* have order 5 in An+4. Moreover, for each i 6 s, there
is a symbol occurring in CT that is moved by exactly one of Q*, R* (the
symbol z may be taken in the case i = 1). Thus the result for a, = 1, a2 =
. . . = a, =0 is proved and the general result follows by induction on
Cai.

I

From now on, d is an odd integer 23, and e, e,, e7 are even integers 22.
Define B, as in Section 3.
LEMMA

4.

Each of the following

types of permutations

in A,, lies in B,,:

d’

if

da1

(4.1)

etei

if

e,+e,b6

(4.2)

3’ele’I 2

if

e,+e,>8

(4.3)

3’d’

if

dd3

(4.4)

25e’

if

e>6

(4.5)

24d’

if

da3

(4.6)

23e’

if

e34

(4.7)

22d’

if

d>l.

(4.8)

Proof:
The result will follow from Lemma 3 after it is proved for
appropriate initial cases. Thus (2.4) and (2.5) yield the result for (4.1).
Further, use (2.1)-(2.3) for (4.2); (2.8) and (2.10)-(2.12) for (4.3);
(2.6k(2.7)
for (4.4); (2.17)-(2.18) for (4.5); (2.13))(2.14)
for (4.6);
(2.15)-(2.16) for (4.7); and (2.8)-(2.9) for (4.8). [

Let AL, SL denote the set of permutations in A,,, S,,
no fixed points. By convention, Ah consists of the identity
PE S,, P= P, . P, means that P is the product of disjoint
we will view Pie S:,, where ti is the number of symbols
may also use notation such as P= Pi. 2’32, for example,

respectively, with
permutation. For
P,, P, E S,. Often
moved by Pi. We
if P= P, . P2 with

T(P,) = 2’32.

Theorem 2 states that for n > 15, P E B, whenever P E A,. We first prove
this in case P has no fixed points (Lemma 5) and then prove Theorem 2 in
complete generality.
LEMMA
5. Suppose that P E Ai, P 4 B, for some n > 1. Then P E S, where
S is the set of permutations of types 3’, 22, 24, 33, 2’3r4’, 225’, 2’4’ (so in
particular, n < 14).

Proof:

Assume that it is possible to choose PEAL,

Pc$ B, with n 2 1
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minimal such that P$ S. By Theorem 1, n 3 1.5. By Lemma 4, P cannot
have the type (4.1) or (4.2). Thus P= P’ . P2 for some nontrivial P, EA:,.
One of P,, P2 is in S; otherwise, by minimality of n, each P, is in B, and
consequently P would be in B,,.
We now claim that P has the form P= V. W where either
v-

32

(4.9)

V-2’4’

(4.10)

V-5’

(4.11)

V- 3’2’,

T(W) has no 3,4, or 5-cycles

(4.12)

V- 3’2’,

T(W) has no 2, 3,4, or 5-cycles

(4.13)

v-

3’,

T(W) has no 2, 3, or 5-cycles

(4.14)

v-

2ym 2 2),

T(W) has no 2, 3,4, or 5-cycles.

(4.15)

If 32, 2’4’, or 5’ is a factor of T(P), obviously (4.9), (4.10), or (4.11) holds,
respectively. Now suppose none of 32, 2l4’, 5’ are factors of T(P). Then,
since P = P’ . P, with one of P,, P, in S, it follows by definition of S that
either 3’ or 2* is a factor of T(P). If 3’ is a factor of T(P), clearly one of
(4.12), (4.13), (4.14) holds. Finally, if 3’ is not a factor of T(P), then 22 is a
factor of T(P) and (4.15) holds for some m > 2.
We will obtain a contradiction by ruling out (4.9)-(4.15). The idea is to
show that W or some particular factor of W must lie in S; this will lead to
a contradiction.
At this point, note that V E S,- k, WE Sk, where
k = n - 6 2 9 if (4.9) or (4.10) holds, k = n - 5 2 10 if (4.11) or (4.13) holds,
etc.
Case 1. One of (4.9)-(4.12)

By Theorem 1, VE B,-,.
minimality of n,

holds.
Thus

W$ B, because P= V. W$ B,.

WCS.

By

(4.16)

Say (4.12) holds. Then W- 24 and P- 3’26, since WE S, T(W) has no 3,
4, or 5-cycles, and n > 15. Thus by (2.19), P E B,, a contradiction.
Say (4.11) holds. Then W- 254’ and P- 25415’ = (2’4’). (245’).
Theorem 1 shows that these (even) permutations in parentheses lie in B,
and B,,, respectively. Thus we again arrive at the contradiction PE B,.
Say (4.10) holds. Then T(P) is one of 2’4’33, 22423’, 234’5’, 2642. In
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view of (2.21) and the factorizations
2*4*3l= (2*3’). (4*), 234’51 =
(2341)* (5’), and 2642 = (2341). (234’), we obtain PE B,.
Finally, say (4.9) holds. Then T(P) is one of 3*2j4l, 3*2*5’, 332’41, 35. In
view of (2.20)-(2.21) and the factorizations 3*2j4’ = (2*3’). (2*3’). (2’4l)
and 3*2*5l= (2*3l). (3l5’), we obtain PE B,.
Case 2.

(4.13) holds.

Since W is odd, W= X. e1 for some (even) e 3 6 and some XE A,-,. In
view of (4.3), X is nontrivial, and by the proof of (4.16) XES. This
contradicts the fact that T(W) has no 2- or 3-cycles.
Case 3.

(4.14) holds.

Since WEA,-,,
either W=X.d’
or lV=X.etei,
for (odd)da7,
(even)
e,>4, and some XeAkPf,
where f=d or e, +e,. By (4.3) and (4.4) X is
nontrivial, and by the proof of (4.16), XE S. This contradicts the fact that
T(W) has no 2- or 3-cycles.
Case 4.

(4.15) holds.

First suppose mB6. Then P=X. Y, for X,-26, YEA,,-~*, where T(Y)
has no 3, 4, or 5-cycles. By Theorem 1, XE B,,, so by the proof of (4.16)
YES. Thus Y - 2* or Y - 24, so P - 2’ or P- 2’O. In view of (2.22)-(2.23)
we obtain the contradiction P E B,, .
Next suppose that m = 3 or 5. Since W is odd, W= X. e’ with e > 6,
XE A, _ e. By (4.5) or (4.7) X is nontrivial. We have P = Y. Z for Y - 2’e’,
2=X.2”-‘,
where ZEAkPlwithf=e-2’+‘.
By (4.2) YEB,+*. Thus,
by the proof of (4.16) ZES. This contradicts the facts that T(X) has no
2- or 5-cycle and X is nontrivial.
Finally, suppose that m = 2 or 4. Then W= X* d’ or W= X. e:ei with
d> 7, ei>4,
XE A,-,,
where f = d or e, + e,. First suppose that
W= X. d’. By (4.6) or (4.8) X is nontrivial. We have P = Ye Z for Y - d’,
Z=X.2”.
By (4.1) YEB~, so, by the proof of (4.16), ZES. This contradicts the fact that T(X) has no 2 or 5-cycles and X is nontrivial. Now
suppose that W= X.efei. We have P= Y.Z for Y-2’ef,
Z= X.2”-‘ei.
so Z E S. This contradicts the fact that T(X) has no 2
BY (4.2), YsB2+e.,,
or 3-cycles. 1
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix n > 15 and assume that P E A,, P $ B,. Let
P’ E A: be obtained from P by ignoring the n - t fixed points of P. By
Lemma 5, P’ E S. It must be the case that P’- 2j4’; otherwise we would
have PE B,, because by Theorem 1, B,, contains every permutation
of
type 3’1’, 2216, 2412, 3311, 2’314’11, or 2*5’1’. Thus T(P’. 1’)=254’11,
so
P’ . 1’ E B15 by (2.24). Thus P = P’ . l”- l4 E B,, a contradiction.
1
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5. UNIVERSALITY

OF x5$x!,

We prove the following corollary of Theorems
THEOREM

3.

If

n > 5, the word x5ysxy

1 and 2.

is universal

in A,.

In view of Theorems 1 and 2, it suffices to show that for each of
241’, P,-33,
P,-2’3’4’,
P,-225’,
and P,-2’4l,
there
exist appropriate xi, yi such that P, = x:y!x;y,. Choose

Proof:
P,-24,

P,-

x,=x,=(1234)(5678),

Y, =yz=

x3 = (123)(456)(789),

y, = (234)(567)(891);

x4= (12)(3456)(789),

y, = (123)(46789);

x5 = (13)(24)(56789),

y,=(123);

x6 = (123)(456)(789A)(BCDE),

y, = (12)(3456)(79)(8A)(BD)(CE).

(13)(24)(57)(68);

and
1
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